book on the demise of Marxism and communism? one is tempted to ask. The editor is of course trying to convince his readers of his unique project of reflecting now, "more cooly and less stereotypically than once was common, about the connection between that system and the ideas and ideals by which it claimed to be inspired" (8) .
As reviewer I am handicapped by my training in literature rather than in political science, sociology, or law, but I cannot help but notice a certain cynicism when I read that "few people in the region admitted to being Marxists let alone communists, and equally few saw in Marxism anything of relevance to their current predicaments-except perhaps as an object of blame" (7); or when I find the cute sounding subtitle: "How Marx Predicted the Demise of Communism (Although He Called it 'Capitalism')." Where have all the Marxists gone, I am tempted to intone with the "wounded soldiers of scholarship. . . under state socialism" (219), as the lone Hungarian among the authors chose to describe his peers. It is not sufficient to declare that the specificity of "really existing socialism" has defied Marxist analysis.
There is no time or reason for gloating, however, because what is needed is a theoretical grasp and analysis of the recent events in East and Central Europe. Western scholars do not count in this discussion unless they are serious Marxists, but none of the few contributors who did not spend their lives under communist regimes makes such a claim. The much praised "vigour and concreteness" of the articles may serve a cathartic purpose (8) 
